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Ivy believes that every life must have balance, and during the past year, she's found harmony living
with the Weston pack. When an evil spirit from her past threatens her wolf, it sets off a chain
reaction of events that alters the course of her destiny. Lorenzo Church is a powerful, wealthy
Packmaster who rules his pack through intimidation and order. He has vowed to never love a
woman because love can destroy an empire. But chaos is fast approaching in the form of a Shifter
named Ivy - a Native American, like him, who has invaded his dreams since the moment they met.
She is spirited, wise, and unattainable.
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Dannika Dark has definitely done it again! I read this book in one sitting, unable to put it down. I've
been a fan of Dark since the first Mageri book, and anytime a new book comes out I always buy it. I
have to admit I didn't think that this would be my favorite out of her shifter series but it was the best
so far! I didn't think I would like it as much as the other because I haven't been a fan of Lorenzo
Church through the first three books but man did she prove me wrong, now I daresay he's one of
my favorites. Dark puts you inside of her characters brains and let's you see things through their
eyes. I love how we get to see the progression of things that happened in the first three books in this
book also. Dark always keeps me guessing with what's going to happen next and her character
development is unreal. The book shifts back and forth from Ivy and Lorenzo's POV's and the
contrasting voices are amazing. You get Ivy's full backstory and man is it a wild ride. I was so

excited when she connected the Mageri series with this, it's like getting a sneak peek back into that
world. You need to buy this book!

There are not many books that I can say touch me and even less that rock me all the way to my
core. Four Days is one of those books. I had tears in my eyes for a great majority of the book, I
laughed out loud at Wheeler and Denny. I even laughed at Lorenzo, but Ivy touched me, made me
want to cry for her, hug her tight, protect her and then stand up and cheer when she did all those
things for herself. Ivy is probably my favorite character of this entire series because of this book. I
always knew that she was a gentle spirt, and a loving person, but her strength and poise are
remarkable. She helped me to remember why there does not always have to be the strong alpha
male to save the day. Sometimes the best man for the job is a strong alpha female, with a heart of
gold.Dannika Dark has brought to life so many issues and struggles in one compelling book, family
bonds, trust issues, male dominance, self-worth, these are things we all deal with at some point in
our lives, and Dark has incorporated these issues in what I would say is the most beautiful book of
the year. This series gets better with every book she writes, and taking a trip back to Cognito in this
book helps to bring everything full circle. If I wasn't before I surely would be a fan for life. I am even
more excited to see where this series goes from here.

Sometimes Ordinary people are destines for extraordinary lives. I have been a Fan Of Dannika Dark
since the very first book I read of her and of course this book is no different. At first when I found out
it was about Ivy I was a little disappointed, only because I wanted it to be about Denver. But Let me
tell you this, When I started reading Four Days I knew that I was going to love and I did. It takes an
amazing author to be able to pull emotions out of a reader the way this book did with me. There
where moments that I laughed, there where moments that I had people looking at me because of
the tears running down my cheeks, and Even Last night while I was working I had OMG! NO WAY!
moments and yes I had my customers laughing at me. I think that is the kind of thing that shows
how great a book is. I personally have the first three books in this series not only in ebook but also
in paperback and this book will be not different! I am truly AMAZED and the written of this wonderful
author and I can NOT wait for the next one to release. I am forever a fan of Dannika's work. If you
have not read her books, then you are truly missing out and I think if you give them a try, your heart
will be warmed just as mine was. Thank you Dannika for your wonderful words!

Dannika has done it again! I just finished reading Four Days . I have to say it's my favorite of this

series (so far!). I don't want to give anything away so I will just say as always I love how real the
characters are and the world she has created. Thank you Dannika, looking forward to the next!

I always find putting the right words into a review is impossible..usually because i can't find the right
words.Four Days is full of emotional journeys..centered around one word: Love.I refuse to spoil
anything..which can make this difficult. If you have read the previous 3 books in the series, why stop
now? YOU MUST READ THIS ONE.If you're a fan of Dannika Dark's series you'll enjoy this
beautiful novel about learning to accept a dark past, learning to fight for yourself and those you love,
and learning that we all deserve love in all its beauty.Please, read this book...I hope you enjoy it as
much as I have enjoyed reading it..and PLEASE, support this amazing author and submit your own
positive review.

"Love is not shining star. Love is not the warm glow of the sun. Love is a river. Sometimes it's
shallow and other times a mile deep. It flows toward some and away from others. It's rocky, slippery,
and you can drown in it if you're not careful. It create ripples in the lives around us, and all we can
hope for is to be a part of that river, no matter where it leads or how short the journey may be." Four
Day by Dannika DarkThis quote says it all! Not just about this amazing book, but about life in
general. Ivy is a beautiful spirit who has accepted her life as it is. She shows love to those around
her and tries to identify and understand the things she doesn't know. She is wise beyond her years
and is the perfect vision of both inner and outer beauty. Explore her journey to find peace and love.
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